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Abstract
There is a high risk of accidents onboard ships despite the implementation of technologically advanced subsystems whose
basic function is protecting people and reducing material damage. Research of human error analysis indicate that human
factor substitution with program agents can achieve significant improvements in decision-making processes in distress
ship situations. This research will carry out a functional analysis of ship's distress situations and analysis of available
agent technologies. By means of analyses input indicators will be identified according to which appropriate types of
program agents will be selected. According to the preselected agent technology, a decision model will be developed in
the selected class of distress ship’s situations.
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1. Introduction
Incident traffic management is a functional area of Intelligent Transport Systems – ITS and is closely related to traffic
management. The management of distress situations within maritime traffic management is a subcategory or class of
incident traffic management situations that directly threaten human lives and should be part of technology and
management strategy to increase maritime traffic safety.
The International Maritime Organization (IMO) has defined Maritime Communications within International
Convention for Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) in Chapter IV. Radio communications are mandatory onboard all SOLAS
ships and organised by the Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS) [1]. In the proposed scientific study,
human factor substitution is considered in the decision-making process for distress ship situations by using the agents.
Agents are used to automate certain procedures and processes and they are capable of autonomously receiving information
from the environment, acting within their environment, and executing set of tasks for which they are anticipated.
Agents are often used to perform tasks that are difficult for humans to perform or perform consistently. The agent's
application excludes human errors that may arise in decision-making in stressful situations, and the distress situations are
exactly like this.
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2. Previous research
Researchers have focused on several different areas: from a systems approach to risk analysis of maritime operations
[2], to new hybrid approaches to human error probability [3]. Modern ships and ship systems are technologically advanced
and highly reliable. Reliability of marine systems is increasing and the maritime industry builds ships with improved
hulls, separate engine rooms, trained and educated crews, in order to protect crews and passengers and reduce material
costs [4]. For greater productivity and efficiency, improvements are a permanent goal in the maritime industry and the
IMO. The ship's hull, ship stability systems, ship propulsion systems, navigation equipment and the high standards of
seaman training are constantly being improved [5].
The construction of the ship and the equipment of the ship is continuously checked from the construction itself to the
exploitation and developed standards and classification societies that provide for the purpose of preserving life, property
and the environment. [6] Despite the above mentioned, the rate of maritime incidents is still significant, and despite the
technology applied so far in various ships subsystems, risk of accidents has not been significantly reduced. The essential
reason for this fact is that the ship as a system involves people as elements of the system [7]. Present rules for ships with
crew are going to be reconstructed to fulfil requirements for autonomous ships by classification societies [6] as well as
legal issues. Human error has a significant impact on maritime incidents, significant number 76% to 96% of incidents, at
least partially, are affected by some kind of human error [8]. Marine incidents classified by events amount to 84-88%
tanker incidents, 79% groundings, 89-96% collisions, 75% collisions with static objects, and 75% fire and explosion.
Safety Science has developed a Human Factor Analysis and Classification System (HVACS) to determine the role of the
human factor in marine incidents [9] or hybrid models in order to prevent material damage and save human lives [10].
Faults in complex systems caused by the human factor are categorized by determining the category of human error [11].
Studies have shown that maritime incidents are a random occurrence with a low probability, the outcome of which can
be predicted by the prediction model [12] or the probability of a human error can be predicted by analysis using the
Cognitive Reliability and Error Analysis Method (CREAM) and evidence-based decision-making mechanisms [13].
The maritime industry has developed a number of measures to raise the level of safety and reduce the impact of human
factors. Maritime Resource Management (MRM) standardized training was introduced, the application of the
International Safety Management Code (ISMC) and the International Convention on the Training of Seafarers
(International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watch keeping for Seafarers - STCW) by the IMO.
Researches have demonstrated human factor dependence in various distress situations such as collisions [14], listing [15]
or fire [16]. The methodology of a hybrid multi-criteria approach to decision making can be used to investigate maritime
incidents resulting from human error [17]. From the above data on the impact of human factors in incident situations, it
is evident that an important step forward in reducing the human factor's influence can be made by human substitution;
first as partial substitution of the human factor and ultimately complete human factor substitution with more reliable
solutions. As an area of demand for such a solution, the application of Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
is imposed on the diagnosis of human-operator behaviour errors [28].
Maritime communications and maritime e-navigation are based on ICT required for Integrated Operations of Ships
while reducing crew numbers [18]. The name of integrated ship operation refers to the integration of people, work
processes and technology in order to better decide and execute [19] based on the frequent acquisition of real-time data
and enabling efficient joint-action. Crew and officers lack of attention, false assumptions and bad habits, lack of training
and negative personality cause 93% of ship incidents [11]. In order to reduce the number of human-induced incidents,
researchers have used various simulators for additional shipboard officer training to reduce crew risks [20] and even the
soft models can be used to develop a human reliability model [27]. Agents are systems that have the characteristics of
autonomy, or have the ability to act without the direct intervention of the user or some component of the computer system
and have control over their actions. Agents have the ability to communicate with other agents or with the user and possess
the ability to reactivity where they perceive their environment. In order to accomplish their task, agents are not only
responsive to changes in the environment, but are able to take the initiative by initiating changes in the environment, that
is, they have a proactive character [21].
An agent can be defined as a program or software that works independently and is capable of imitating social
interaction and can perform tasks in a proactive or reactive way. From this definition of agent comes also Agent Oriented
Modelling (AOM) [22]. AOM is one of the agent-based methodology to be used for the development of agent-based
systems. The knowledge that an agent possesses is divided into social knowledge and conceptual knowledge [23]. An
agent's social knowledge is his knowledge of ways to collaborate with the environment. This includes cooperation with
all elements of the environment, as well as with other agents who may be in the environment. Such systems where there
are several agents working together to achieve common goals are referred to as Multi Agent Systems MAS [24].
Traffic and transportation systems consist of a large number of autonomous and intelligent entities that aim to perform
certain transport tasks. MAS enables simulation modelling of transport systems as they provide an intuitive environment
for describing each autonomous entity at an individual level. In such a multi-agent simulation environment, any intelligent
traffic entity can be modelled as an agent with its conceptual knowledge [25]. Such conceptual knowledge includes the
goals of the agents, the actions an agent can do, and the knowledge of the environment resources available to the agent
[21].
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3. Problem explained
Onboard ship machinery spaces are the most exposed to danger of fire. Places where fuel, electricity, sea water, oil
and ignition come together is definition of danger itself. For modelling purposes ship spaces are firstly identified as shown
in Fig. 1. Possible places for fire extinguishing are divided in accommodation, cargo or machinery spaces.
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Fig. 1. Ship spaces resolved
Ship spaces shown in Fig. 1 were designed in shipyard with pre-built fire alarm system to detect various types of fire.
Those alarms produces sound and visual alarms that will inform crew about fire in those fire zones by using addressable
alarms sockets that mark exact point of fire danger in graphical way on the map. Shipyards design provides equipment
for fire extinguishing that crew will use if needed.
Time to act on site with fire extinguishing equipment is calculated in initial design of equipment and data is provided
from fire extinguishing manufacturer. What is not calculated and what can go wrong is human impact. In present fire
systems, humans are those who actually do fire extinguishing in all systems besides areas with sprinkler systems. Crew
is needed to estimate alarms given from alarm system, to take proper suits, helmets, breathing and other safety apparatus
prior to going on site to estimate fire and start extinguishing procedures.
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4. Technical proposal
It is necessary to consider the pros and cons of today available agent-based paradigm and appropriate technologies to
be appropriately selected by one agent-based technology that optimally suits for research. Within these activities, a
comparative analysis method needs to consider the types of agents, the ways in which agents store their own states and
knowledge, standardized ways of interacting with one another, and ways of communicating with the environment.
Within the analysis of the agent's communication with the environment, one should also consider the ways of a clear
and fast communication agent-human, because this kind of communication is expected to be needed in achieving the
goals of this work. Special emphasis is being placed on multi-agent systems in a dynamic environment because it is
expected that such systems will be the optimal choice for solving the problem within the ABM simulation environment.
In accordance with the selection of appropriate types of decision-makers in ship-distress situations it is necessary to
synthesize the achieved results in order to achieve the optimal platform (agent type, agent development environment,
communication language, know-how) the scientific contributions of this research. Due to programming simplicity
Netlogo programming language was used to achieve workspace for receiving testbed environment. Among various tools
that can be used for used for ABM [26], Netlogo has been chosen due to its simplicity used for modelling. Another plus
is that it is open source freely available from NetLogo website with growing community and comes with prebuild library
of example models with code and instructions how to use them.
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Fig. 2. Environment objects identified
For modelling purposes it is needed to put model in suitable environment and to identify object in that environment.
In Fig. 2 necessary object identification is made and that objects were needed for modelling.
One example is given where alarm indicates fire in machinery spaces boiler room. That space is designed to be filled with
foam in case of fire as presented in Fig. 3. Agent technology which is engaged in proposed solution to deal with fire in
machinery spaces will do fire extinguishing in simulation.
Time needed for crew to come on assembly station in completely avoided. Speed of fire propagation, or calculation
of number of foam generators can be done by means simulation. Valves representing closing of ventilation, electrical
power or fuel can be easily put in open or closed position to check simulation experiment outcome. Other fire
extinguishing media besides foam can be easily put in simulation environment such as CO2 gas. First crew must escape,
then fire doors must be sealed, as well as ventilation and power electricity shut off and then gas can be flushed into fire
space.
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Fig. 3. NetLogo simulation experiment of boiler room
5. Conclusions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Although present onboard rules prerequisite crew for distress situations, AI can contribute better solutions.
Fire example was taken for modelling purposes of a distress situation.
Agent technology is suitable solution to eliminate human error impact on fire extinguishing in various spaces
onboard ships and despite limitations of used model, it can be used for building own platform for doing more
complex analysis.
Time needed for crew to get on assembly station in completely avoided as well as “panic driven” human
solutions. Simulation can be run as many times as needed to take new conclusions.
Researcher had measured that human errors can occur in up to 33% cases, when man machine interface is used.
AI system will not do errors in that high percentage in any circumstances if programming is well made.
For further research it can be modelled to deal with fire in more than one machinery space simultaneously.
Several fire extinguishing systems for various simulations can be added.
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